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KENDRTYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN ERNAKULAM RE GION
SESSION ENDING EXAMINATION MARCH - 2018

Class : YII MATHEMATICS
Time :ZYzhrs.

Marks : 80

INSTRUCTIONS: l) All questions are compulsory.

{ll} The question paper consist of 4 sections A, B, C, D.

(lll) Section A consists of 6 questions of L mark each.

(lV) Section B consists of 6 questions of 2 marks each.

{V} Section C consists of 10 questions of 3 marks each.
\/ 

{Vl} Section D consists of I questions of 4 marks each.

SECTION A (Multiple choice questions)

1. Area sf a circle is:

ti) 2nr {ii} 2nr2 (iii} nrz (iv} nd

2. Perimeter of a rectangle is:

ti) 2( lxb ) (ii) 2t l+b ) tiii) | x b {iv} 4a

3. Express the subtraction of y from z:

ti) y-z tii) z-y (iii) Y+z {iv} z+Y

\---l 
4. txpression a*xanis equal to:

{i} a**n (ii} a*n {iii} a*-n tiv} amn

5. How many lines of symmetry in an isosceles triangle:

{i} One {ii}Two (iii} Three {iv} None

6. The cCIrners of solid shapes are called:

(i) Edges (ii) Faces (iii) sides {iv}vertices

SECTION B

7. What cross section do you get when you give a vertical cut to the following: 
,::

{i} A round apple tii} A dice



8. Add: -7mn + 5, L2mn + 2' 9mn - 8' -zmn - 3

9. Find the value of m: 4 ( m+3 | =24

10. Give the order of rotational symmetry for each figure

{i} An equilateral triangle (ii} A regular hexagon

11. Classify into monomials' binomials and trinomials:

{ii} y2 + Y {iii}a+b-ab (iv) 100

12. Find the area of the right triangle given:

4cm

sEcfloN C

13.ConstructALMN,right-afB|edatM,giventhatLN=ScmandMN=3cm.

14. The perimeter of a rectangurar sheet is 100cm. rf the rength is 35cm, find its

breadth. Also find its area'

L5, Write numbers in the expanded form:

ti) 27e404 (ii) 20068

16. Construct AABC such that AB= 2'5 cm' BC =6 cm and AC= 6'5cm'

17. what shourd be the varue of k if the varue of bxz+x- k equars to 5, when x= 0'

18. Find the product: (i) g x (-3) x (-6) (ii) t-L) x (-5) x t-4) x (-6)

lg.Express the following numbers in the standard form:

(i) 3e0878 (ii) se8s.3

(i)5-3t

20. Subtract: (i) ( a-b ) from ( a+b ) (ii)-m2+5mn from 4m2- 3mn+ 8



21. ldan says that he has 7 marbles more than five times the marbles parmit has.
lrfan has 37 marbles. How many marbles does parmit have ?

22. lf the circumference of a circular garden is 154 m, find its radius. Also find the
area of a garden.

SECTION D

23. ff a= 2, b= *2, then find the value of:

{i} a2+ ab + b2 (ii) a2 - bZ

24. From a circular metaflic sheet of radius 14cm, a circfe of radius 7cm is

removed. Find the area of the remaining sheet. @ -*).
25. solve: {i} 3/8 x 614 (iil3/7 + 817

26. state the number of lines of symmetry for the following figure:

(alA scalene triangle {b}A square (c}A rectangle (d} A circle

27.Simplifu: {i} 3s x 3"0sx 25(ig 23 x a3 x 5aa

57x6s

28. Find the value of a, b, c, d and give reasons



29. Find the area af a quadrilateral ABCD in which AC = ZZcm,BM =3cm, DN =3cm
and BM perpendicular to AC" DN perpendicular to AC.

30. Match the nets with appropriate solids:

ti)

rc
E
A
A

(ii)

{d}

(a)

(b)

(iii)

(iv)

{.rF**,F*****


